PROTEIN DESIGN - A VAST UNEXPLOITED RESOURCE
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Abstract: Proteins are vastly more complex compared to typical organic molecules produced by synthetic organic chemistry, and it stands to reason that the functional capacity of proteins might correspondingly exceed that of smaller organic molecules. However, while synthetic organic chemistry has had a major economic impact; the economic impact of designed proteins has, to date, been comparatively miniscule. While synthetic organic chemistry is a relatively mature science, protein design remains in its infancy. Efficient synthesis of polypeptides with high yield and purity, and low cost, is not the issue; rather, design challenges include creating an efficient folding pathway, rapid folding kinetics, correct target conformation, appropriate thermodynamics, useful folded molecular dynamics, solubility, functional specificity, and other issues. While computational approaches ultimately will yield solutions to these problems, current protein design still benefits substantially from experimental input in the design cycle to yield success. Recent efforts in “top-down” design of symmetric protein folds have successfully yielded short peptide building blocks (30-50 amino acids) with remarkable folding properties that highlight the usefulness of symmetry in protein design; such building blocks have potential broad utility in de novo protein design strategies.
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Lessons from Synthetic Organic Chemistry
Advancements in synthetic organic chemistry (SOC) have revolutionized a multitude of fields, ranging from aerospace, agriculture, automotive, construction, electronics, energy, food, forestry and paper, health care and pharmaceuticals, packaging, personal goods, petroleum products, printing, textiles and dyes, and water purification, among others; essentially, nearly every facet of modern-day life. At present, the corresponding economic contribution to GDP of SOC is substantial; in the UK alone the contribution is estimated at >$250 billion annually, and is associated with over 6,000,000 jobs (Delpy and Pike, 2010). Conversely, attempts to leverage the great promise of protein design (PD)—that is, engineering proteins with desirable structural and biophysical properties for human benefit — have yet to realize even a fraction of the commercial impact of SOC, despite intense scientific interest. Although SOC and PD are fundamentally different (SOC is concerned predominantly with designing the covalent connectivity between atoms; PD considers the design of specific conformational states of proteins) both disciplines seek to generate novel chemical species with precise structural and functional characteristics, and both suffer from the “combinatorial explosion” problem in design complexity. Thus, while these fields differ in details, considering the general features that have contributed to the scientific and economic successes of SOC may help focus efforts within the PD community. We suggest that the achievement of SOC can be roughly attributed to three main factors, described below.

Firstly, organic molecules are capable of great complexity, with an associated vast diversity of biological, chemical, and physical functionality.
Consistent with this view, successful targets of organic synthesis have become workhorse molecules in a range of business sectors and economic areas. Because organic molecules and polymers possess nearly limitless functional potential (and, by extension, economic potential) corporate and scientific interest continue to drive developments in SOC.

Secondly, the modern-day synthetic organic chemist has a detailed understanding of chemical reactions informed by over a century of directed research (Nicolaou and Snyder, 2003; Nicolaou and Chen, 2011; Nicolaou and Sorensen, 1996). The current theoretical description of SOC is sophisticated and draws from quantum mechanics computations, models of chemical reactivity (e.g., transition state theory), and a rich literature on reaction mechanisms. Furthermore, many of the practical challenges faced by SOC have been overcome, and the field now benefits from a host of techniques that are adept at structural characterization of organic molecules (FT-IR, NMR, and crystallography are used routinely) and mature chemical separations protocols. Indeed, even chemically labile groups can be engineered into large organic compounds using protection-group approaches. Importantly, such knowledge enables the utilization of cheap and simple (i.e., commodity) precursor molecules in complex syntheses.

Finally, the logic of chemical synthesis, exploiting cheap and simple precursor molecules, has been refined and streamlined, principally by Corey’s introduction of retrosynthetic analysis (Corey and Cheng, 1989). The idea of retrosynthetic analysis—that synthetic strategies should be conceptualized staring from the target molecule and proceed via a series of back reactions (“transforms”) without regard for the molecular precursors—is a distinct type of contribution compared to the work of theoreticians and experimentalists: Retrosynthetic analysis provides a logical framework for establishing a synthetic strategy, and in doing so it facilitates comparisons between competing synthetic strategies (i.e., retrosynthetic trees) thereby making optimization of cost, environmental impact, and yield far more tractable.

**Protein Engineering — the Potential**

Proteins are several orders of magnitude more complex than typical organic molecules; thus, like small molecules and organic polymers, proteins possess vast structural (and therefore functional) potential, as demonstrated by the numerous biological roles that proteins satisfy, including structural support (actin, tubulin), molecular motors (kinesin), ligands, enzymes (oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, and ligases), and materials (lens proteins, silk proteins, etc.). In addition to being functionally diverse, protein molecules can respond to external conditions (e.g., changes in pH (Wang and Xu, 2011), electric potential (DeCoursey, 2008), temperature) and several peptide systems have become targets for engineering “self-healing” materials (Gelain et al., 2011). Also, proteins and protein assemblies are capable of allosteric response and molecular communication, providing for vastly more complex functional roles.

Given the above, the economic potential inherent in protein design is vast, at least on par with SOC. Vast, but virtually unexploited: Biopharmaceuticals (i.e., protein-based therapeutics) make up only a tiny fraction of FDA-approved treatments and the use of enzymes in industrial synthetic processes lags far behind SOC enzymatic approaches. At present, only a few commercial products leverage the power of PD, notable exceptions being the presence of enzymes in detergents (Kumar et al., 1998), ice structuring proteins in ice cream (Regand and Goff, 2006), as well as the expanding field of engineered human antibodies. Considering that many protein-based technologies represent patentable intellectual property—a major incentive for companies to employ PD strategies—what is holding PD back?

PD is orders of magnitude more complex than SOC and the theoretical sophistication of the PD field is not yet up to the challenge of computation-based design strategies (Snow et al., 2005). Protein molecules encompass orders of magnitude more atoms than the targets of SOC, especially if solvent atoms are considered, making simulations computationally challenging and expensive. In addition, the goal of PD is to prepare a molecule with a given conformation, dynamics, efficient folding
pathway and favorable thermodynamics, not just given atomic arrangement, thus, prediction of accurate folding kinetics as well as thermodynamics are essential for efficient PD. Forces that govern protein conformation and dynamics (e.g., hydrogen bonding, van der Waal’s, electrostatic interactions) tend to be weaker, subtler than the covalent bonding that dominates SOC (Dill, 1990) and enumerating the entropic considerations that accompany protein folding is computationally formidable, making evaluations of protein structure, stability, and folding exceptionally difficult. Assuming the above problems can be solved, protein engineers still face a “combinatorial explosion” of potential amino acid conformations and sequences during the design process (Levitt et al., 1997). In addition, because protein function is tied closely to conformation and dynamics, and not merely chemical structure (i.e., amino acid sequence), and a wide range of different sequences encode the same global topology, albeit with potentially critical differences in biophysical properties, the best solutions for PD project are difficult to accurately predict. Thus, while the future of PD surely belongs to the computational chemist, current limitations in computing power and programming approaches are, as of yet, insufficient to be reliably applied to solve many PD problems (Snow et al., 2005).

In contrast to the still-developing theoretical aspects of PD, protein production and characterization technologies are highly evolved. The chemical synthesis of small to medium polypeptides is becoming more and more inexpensive while simultaneously increasing efficiency. Heterologous protein expression now permits cost-effective large-scale preparation of highly homogenous protein samples, and expression systems have been developed that tackle issues of post-translational modification (e.g., glycosylation, correct disulfide pairing, etc.) (Nielsen, 2012). Once purified, high-resolution crystallography and solution-state nuclear magnetic resonance can elucidate atomic details of protein conformation, while calorimetry and chaotropics-based unfolding protocols can quantify thermodynamics ($\Delta C_{\text{unfolding}}$) and folding kinetics. Methods such as phi-value analysis can identify key residues contributing to an efficient folding pathway. Thus, given the relative maturity of experimental protein characterization, the most practical model of PD is still driven principally by experimental feedback in the design process, typically most successful with design strategies involving a high degree of granularity (i.e., the construction of intermediate mutants to permit step-by-step confirmation of design principles). In this context, predictive computational studies have greater success evaluating limited rather than extensive mutational changes. Recent experimental methods, such as “top-down symmetric deconstruction” (TDSD) have achieved remarkable success in PD and understanding the evolution of protein structure (Lee et al., 2011).

**Top Down Symmetric Deconstruction — a Way Forward (by Looking Backward)**

TDSD is an experimental methodology for PD useful for identifying simple polypeptide “building blocks” for symmetric protein folds (Lee and Blaber, 2011; Lee et al., 2011). The method begins with a foldable polypeptide sharing the target architecture (the “proxy”), and proceeds by introducing an increasing symmetric constraint upon the primary structure symmetry. The successful end result is a purely symmetric, foldable, and thermostable polypeptide, comprised of a repeating building block sequence, that can subsequently be fragmented to study oligomerization properties (thereby supporting specific evolutionary pathways involving gene duplication and fusion events) or used as a scaffold for de novo protein design of novel functionality utilizing the target architecture. Since the process begins with a foldable protein, as long as intermediate mutations do not deviate from foldable sequence space, a solution is ensured. Key aspects of the TDSD design principle include the degree of granularity (i.e., the number of required intermediate mutations) as well as the logical “transforms” pursued in designing the symmetric constraint. With high granularity, movement of an intermediate mutation out of foldable sequence space unambiguously pinpoints design flaws and requires limited backtracking to correct the problem. Successful transforms to introduce a symmetric constraint have included initial focus
upon symmetric core design, followed by specific secondary structure (e.g., turn, then β-strand) symmetric design. Tertiary structure mutations to eliminate regions of asymmetry (i.e., “bulges” or insertions) can simultaneously enable symmetric primary structure solutions. Although derived from a specific proxy, the result of TDSD is a polypeptide building block potentially devoid of specific function (i.e., functionally neutral) and with hyperthermophile stability; thus, having tremendous utility in subsequent de novo design of a novel protein sharing the target architecture.

The recent successes of TDSD (Alsenaidy et al., 2012; Lee and Blaber, 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Richter et al., 2010; Yadid and Tawfik, 2011) have provided clear answers to several open questions in the protein folding and evolution field. TDSD was used to prepare a purely symmetry protein scaffold that was more stable and folded faster than the starting protein, demonstrating explicitly that sequence symmetry does not de facto impede foldability, an controversial result (Wolynes, 1996). In addition, folding pathway studies hint that sequence symmetry may be compatible with folding pathway redundancy (thus, increasing the utility of such designed building blocks) (Longo et al., 2012). Also, TDSD studies have successfully identified simple peptide motifs that can spontaneously assemble into complex architecture—in the process elucidating specific evolutionary pathways involving gene duplication and fusion in the emergence of extant protein folds—highlighting nature’s own design principle in creating novel architectures and functions, and potentially elucidating molecular events in evolution that predate the last universal common ancestor. At present, the strategy of TDSD is being applied to novel problems, such as pre-biotic protein design, in an effort to understand the properties of the first proteins in abiogenesis (Longo and Blaber, 2012).
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